Where the Wild Books Are
By Matt Phillips

Project Summary:
We know when a person checks something out from the library and when they return something, but we don't know much about what happens between those two points. Where the Wild Books Are aims to fill that void by asking students to log each encounter with each library item using a mobile application.

Accomplishments:
* Prizes purchased
* iOS application complete, Android application coming along nicely
* Faculty sponsor located and IRB submitted

Challenges:
The IRB process has been a challenge. It took significant work to find a faculty sponsor. So much so that we're behind schedule.

Next steps:
Walk the IRB through the process.

Code deposited:
https://github.com/harvard-lil/wtwba-app

Budget spent:
We were given ~$31k. We spent ~$26k on prizes and development tools

List of publicity:
None yet. This project is still ramping up.

List of presentations:
None yet. This project is still ramping up.